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 01. Mp3tag MP3tag is a superfast tag editor that allows you to change the metadata of your audio files – such as artist name,
title, album and so on. You also can edit the ID3 (ID3v2) and APE tags. What’s more, MP3tag can edit ID3v1.1, ID3v2.4, APE

tags, ID3v1.2 and ID3v2.3. All ID3 files, including APE, can be edited by this one tool. 02. audio2MP3 Audio2MP3 is a
powerful audio tool for converting mp3. It is able to edit audio metadata such as duration, audio bit rate, audio channel, audio
sampling rate and audio encoding and so on. Its convenient user interface and support for batch processing make it easy to edit
and convert audio files. 03. Music Audio Editor Music Audio Editor is a free tool to convert your audio files into various audio
file formats. You can modify the ID3 tag, and edit the audio wave files. It allows you to copy, compress, delete, split and merge
audio files. It can also modify the ID3 tag. Music Audio Editor is a simple and easy-to-use program. 04. Audacity Audacity is

the most popular audio editing tool among music editors. It is free and open-source. And it is totally the best audio editor.
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Audacity is very useful for converting audio and modifying audio tracks. The best is that it’s totally free and easy-to-use. With a
friendly UI, users can edit audio easily. 05. foobar2000 foobar2000 is a cross-platform audio player and the basic tag editor,

which is available for Windows, Linux, OSX and so on. You can download it for free. And it is a powerful audio player, as well
as a tag editor. What’s more, it can also edit ID3 tags and edit the APE (Advanced Audio Coding) tags. 06. Sound Forge Sound
Forge is an advanced audio editor. It supports various audio formats and numerous audio editing functions. You can add effects

to your sound file, apply special effects and trim the file as well. Moreover, Sound Forge allows you to add or edit metadata
tags, use embedding and more. 07. Audacity Studio 82157476af
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